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Abstract 

This paper presents the results of a study of synchronous mobile computer-supported collaborative 

learning (mCSCL) that emphasized levels of pre-structuring in the context of primary school participants 

who need more guidance to benefit from the collaborative work. The male and female participants, who 

were, on average, 8-year-old primary school students, used Internet-connected mobile devices to work 

synchronously in small groups on mathematics tasks. The study examined two mCSCL interaction modes. 

In the first mode, each group member is assigned a role, and should have completed one part of the task 

before the group members negotiated their solutions. In the second mode, all group members completed 

parts of the task individually, and then negotiated their solutions to progress through the activity. The two 

interaction modes were compared in terms of student task completion attempts and incorrect completion 

attempts. The study results are of medium to large effect size and indicated that for tasks of lower difficulty, 

task distribution using roles led to statistically significantly more incorrect task completion attempts 

compared to the design without roles. For tasks of greater difficulty, there were more incorrect task 

completion attempts in groups with no explicit distribution of work compared to the groups with roles. The 

design of synchronous mCSCL technology emphasizes the importance of state preservation mechanisms, 

synchronization mechanisms, and immediate feedback messages. Practical implications of this study are that 

teachers must actively consider the type of mCSCL design they choose when preparing their mobile 

collaborative lessons, and choose an adequate design for the planned task difficulty level. 

 

Keywords: Mobile computer-supported collaborative learning (mCSCL), Elementary education, Group 

work, Interactive learning environments, Roles 

 

 

 

  



1. Introduction 

The area of mobile computer-supported collaborative learning (mCSCL) has been developed over the 

past few decades by leveraging knowledge from the well-established field of CSCL, bringing new tools, 

methods, and ideas used with mobile technology into the classroom environment. Among the most 

important ideas that mCSCL borrows from CSCL are the design and implementation of mobile collaborative 

activities, and the advantages of social interaction while working on a joint task, which combined with the 

advantages of mobility, support interaction, and enhance learning outcomes (Alvarez, Alarcon, & 

Nussbaum, 2011; Hall, 2014; Järvelä, Kirschner, Panadero, Malmberg, Phielix, Jaspers et al., 2014; Looi & 

Wong, 2018; Szewkis, Nussbaum, Rosen, Abalos, Denardin, Caballero et al., 2011). In mCSCL, mobile 

technology allows students to move freely around the classroom (Zurita & Nussbaum, 2007), and offers 

opportunities for creating friendly, creative, and pleasant learning environments, even for younger students 

(Papadakis, Kalogiannakis, & Zaranis, 2016). 

The study presented in this paper was contextualized within the SCOLLAm project, a three-year 

mobile learning project which explores how mobile learning activities are designed and seamlessly 

integrated into everyday classrooms, with no standard fixed technological infrastructure apart from a 

computer and a projector, and no advanced skills in teaching with digital technologies on behalf of the 

teachers. During the SCOLLAm project, digital learning materials for several subjects in early primary 

school have been co-designed in collaboration with the teachers so that the standard curriculum is 

supplemented with novel learning tools, rather than being merely changed to fit novel technologies. This 

project was based on the educational premise that students need to acquire knowledge and skills in basic 

concepts in mathematics as a foundation for the development of mathematic literacy, which will help 

students deal with problems in real-life situations (Attard, 2017; Cheung & Slavin, 2013; Haara, Bolstad, & 

Jenssen, 2017). 

Although the advantages of integrating technology in teaching and learning of mathematics are 

particularly evident in the case of automation of the drill and practice method (Papadakis et al., 2016), 

numerous research studies have explored the use of CSCL activities (Dillenbourg, 1999) for learning with 

mobile devices in primary schools (Looi & Wong, 2018) and in young learners’ informal learning spaces 

(Looi, Lim, Pang, Lay, Koh, Seow et al., 2016). These studies examined the effects of mCSCL on students’ 

learning of mathematics concepts, such as fractions (Boticki, Looi, & Wong, 2010, 2011), practicing 

addition, subtraction, and multiplication (Zurita & Nussbaum, 2007), or learning geometry using the virtual 

tangram puzzle or similar game-based approaches (Chiu-Pin, Shao, & Lung-Hsiang, 2011; Delić, Domančić, 

Vujević, Drljević, & Botički, 2014).  

In this study, a process-oriented approach was used that emphasized a level of pre-structuring of group 

interactions in mCSCL activities. By leveraging the potential of synchronous CSCL in creating a dynamic 

classroom environment in early primary school, this study explored how different interaction designs of 

mCSCL activities affect the collaboration process and its outcomes. The overarching project methodology 

was Design Based Research (DBR), where the system and activity designs are adapted throughout a 



sequence of DBR cycles (Barab & Squire, 2004). A custom mobile learning platform allowed for more 

flexibility in designing and deploying the design solution for mobile collaborative learning, through the 

cycles of DBR involving co-design and re-design processes with the teachers. The design of the mCSCL 

solution evolved from a structured approach using roles and a clear division of work to a less structured 

solution. In this design, we adopted a systematic approach to designing computer-supported group-based 

learning that focused on supporting the expected interaction process by varying the degree of the support 

provided by the technological solution (sometimes referred to as the degree of the process structure; Strijbos, 

Martens, and Jochems, 2004). Such an approach should contribute to better understanding of how different 

structures relate to the interaction processes and outcomes in mCSCL. 

 

2. Theoretical background 

Dillenbourg (1999, p. 7) defined situations “as ‘collaborative’ if peers are more or less at the same 

level, can perform the same actions, have a common goal and work together.” By working in groups, 

students leverage each other’s expertise, and engage in joint discussion and argumentation processes, thus 

dealing with misconceptions and advancing to the final solution (Dillenbourg, 1999; Dillenbourg, Baker, 

Blaye, & O’Malley, 1995). According to Vygotsky’s (1978) zone of proximal development (ZPD), 

collaborative work allows individuals to develop their potential and extend their knowledge and skills, by 

leveraging peer and group resources. Collaborating, or being engaged in collaborative learning, means that 

participants are engaged in a coordinated, continuing attempt to solve a problem, or in some other way, 

construct common knowledge (Littleton & Mercer, 2013; Szewkis et al., 2011). Collaboration is dependent 

on the skills, attitudes, and positioning of the participants relative to each other, and the specific structure of 

the task confronting them (Luckin, Baines, Cukurova, Holmes, & Mann, 2017).  

As designers and educators, we try to create the task design and the conditions that will make 

collaboration more likely to take place. The presence of successful collaboration during a learning activity 

depends on whether the following conditions are met (Szewkis et al., 2011): existence of a common goal, 

positive interdependence among peers, coordination and communication among peers, individual 

accountability, awareness of other peers’ work, and joint rewards. With the advent of computer-supported 

collaborative learning (CSCL), computers are used as tools that contribute to such endeavors by providing 

more efficient and effective engagement in group work processes (Chen, Wang, Kirschner, & Tsai, 2018; 

Zurita & Nussbaum, 2004). Although CSCL takes various forms when implemented in classrooms, in terms 

of technology and pedagogy designs, two main forms can be distinguished: synchronous CSCL and 

asynchronous CSCL. Asynchronous CSCL utilizes tools such as online forums and message boards that can 

be accessed in any location and at any time. Synchronous CSCL occurs when learners engage in learning in 

a specific time-frame, but can, depending on the technology, be positioned at various locations (Bower, 

Dalgarno, Kennedy, Lee, & Kenney, 2015). Although synchronous and asynchronous CSCL designs 

provide great potential for use by course designers and instructors, these modalities can also be ineffective if 

they are used inappropriately. 



In group work, fixed groups remain the same during the entire learning activity, while opportunistic 

groups may be changed according to learners’ needs and affinities. A study exploring such a relationship 

revealed that in fixed groups, students score better in metacognition and reference, while opportunistic 

groups lead to better questions and ideas generated by students (Siqin, van Aalst, & Chu, 2015). When 

exploring the dynamics of synchronous fixed groups in CSCL, substantial differences in knowledge 

distribution between fixed groups (the groups that keep the same members throughout the course of a group 

activity) were found, where the students who actively participated and contributed with high-level ideas 

were also the students with higher-level domain knowledge (Siqin et al., 2015). A study of a microblogging-

based professional development community reported uneven levels of participation when synchronous 

CSCL was used, but emphasized various topics and many types of interactions (Gao & Li, 2017).  

Scaffolding, or the need for pedagogical support tailored to the demands of more ambitious learning 

tasks (Quintana et al., 2004), has been an emerging focus of design and empirical research efforts. Designing 

scaffolds for CSCL can be a delicate design issue as “providing learners with more than one scaffold may be 

overwhelming, especially when these scaffolds are presented at the same time in the learning process and 

when learners’ individual learning prerequisites are suboptimal” (Schwaighofer, Vogel, Kollar, Ufer, 

Strohmaier, Terwedow et al., 2017). This study adopted the approach to CSCL research advocated by 

Dillenburg (1999), where computer platforms are created to scaffold productive interactions by 

encompassing interaction rules in the medium which are semiotic and physical, and affect the understanding 

of a task beyond the simple facilitation/inhibition of particular types of interactions. A characteristic of such 

computer platforms leveraged in this study is the ability to support synchronous CSCL facilitating peer 

discussion, leading to metacognitive, co-regulation, and social emotional activities occurring, to enhance 

learning (Lajoie, Lee, Poitras, Bassiri, Kazemitabar, Cruz-Panesso et al., 2015).  

The relationship between interaction and learning is seen as central in CSCL research today. As noted 

by Suthers et al. (2010), CSCL itself has been defined as a field centrally concerned with meaning and 

practices of meaning-making in the context of joint activity, and with the ways in which these practices are 

mediated through designed artifacts (Koschmann, 2002; Suthers et al., 2010). Researchers have explored 

asynchronous and synchronous CSCL to identify modes of structuring interaction, and have noted that 

interactions in asynchronous CSCL environments add complexity to learning processes, and more guidance 

for students is needed to promote better conceptual understanding (Sun, Looi, & Xie, 2014). Synchronous 

CSCL can provide intellectually stimulating contexts in which all students learn to collaborate by interacting 

with one another, using well-established collaboration procedures and effective moves (Kim, 2014). 

Therefore, researchers in CSCL have advocated for an approach labeled “designing for interaction” 

(Dillenbourg & Tchounikine, 2007), in which designs include a level of heterogeneity (an intentionally 

designed imbalance between group members and their resources) which might stimulate group processes, 

including activity, the exchange of messages, deeper discussions, and more orientation toward reaching the 

solution as part of the group (Fidas, Komis, Tzanavaris, & Avouris, 2005). 



To structure interaction, some CSCL designs use predefined roles assigned to students. For example, if 

students are expected to perform much better in one role than the other, then rules for assigning roles based 

on the individual students’ characteristics are applied. If a group must solve more than one task (or task 

type), the roles can be rotated or alternated, to ensure that all group members engage in relevant subtasks 

equally (Strijbos & Weinberger, 2010), or identifying roles and supporting students can be done 

automatically, using an adaptive system (Marcos-García, Martínez-Monés, & Dimitriadis, 2015). 

Researchers indicate that distributing a task into subtasks should not lead to using too many roles, which 

could negatively affect the dynamics of the synchronous learning activity (Kooloos, Klaassen, Vereijken,  

Van Kuppeveld, Bolhuis, & Vorstenbosch, 2011). 

 

3. Research design  

The study described in this paper sought to explore the effects of social scripts on domain-specific 

knowledge identified in previous research (Pozzi, Hofmann, Persico, Stegmann, & Fischer, 2011), and tries 

to fill the gap identified by Strijbos et al. (2004), by exploring the effect to which mCSCL designs determine 

changes in expected interaction in advance. Strijbos et al. (2004) noted that “the impact of interaction 

processes on learning is [often] explained in retrospect, i.e. it is determined whether outcomes were affected 

by the interaction observed. Retrospective examination of interaction can provide indicative evidence 

regarding a relationship between outcome and interaction, but there is little certainty that it can be 

reproduced since it was not planned” (p. 406). A study on promoting learner autonomy in the context of 

collaborative mobile learning, which built on the work by Strijbos et al. (2004), reported that in the context 

of mCSCL, structuring of a learning continuum was “a necessary and pivotal measure to facilitate the 

execution of the unstructured learning space and to provide learners with the cognitive autonomy support” 

(Tan & So, 2013). The study described in this paper explored this identified gap further, with the use and 

comparison of two mCSCL designs, to identify the context in which two collaborative interaction modes can 

be used for structuring group work in early primary school mathematics education: Role-to-Collaborative 

(R-to-C) and Individual-to-Collaborative (I-to-C) designs (referred to as interaction modes in this paper). 

These two designs were selected to vary the level of structuring of the mCSCL environment, and to shed 

more light on how varied structuring affects learning mathematics by primary school students. 

The two interaction modes for structuring group work were used in a primary school classroom for 

mathematics learning. Students were assigned to groups in both approaches and needed to follow specific 

scaffolds which shaped their interaction and collaboration. By engaging in interaction and collaboration 

students completed the mathematics tasks and helped each other when impasses occurred. Students’ 

answers, both incorrect and correct, and the number of task completion attempts were recorded for each of 

the interaction modes. 

The research question explored in the study is the following: How does the number of incorrect 

attempts for mathematics tasks differ between the two interaction modes (R-to-C and I-to-C)? 

 



3.1. Research model  

The project utilized a DBR approach, in which the design is refined and implemented with 

incremental improvements that are always informed by the results of the previous cycle, and integrated into 

new redesigns. Such an approach allows for agile absorption of emergent design ideas in a novel 

technology-enhanced project, where the project and research requirements are not fixed from the project 

start, but they evolve and change as research and development proceed (Amiel & Reeves, 2008; Bakker & 

van Eerde, 2015; Wang & Hannafin, 2005). Two DBR cycles were conducted during this study. Each cycle 

included mCSCL activities with different modes to structure the interaction (the R-to-C interaction mode in 

the first cycle and the I-to-C interaction mode in the second cycle). 

A possible alternative to the DBR approach would have been an experimental research approach with 

a randomized control trial (RCT) in which participants are randomly assigned to one of two groups: the 

experimental group receiving the treatment that is being tested or the control group receiving an alternative 

treatment. In such a research setting, researchers typically use hypotheses that are formulated beforehand to 

test if there is a significant difference between the two conditions (Bakker & van Eerde, 2015). Experimental 

research often targets implementation of theories and designs in a controlled environment, but the DBR 

approach tends to inform theory and the educational context (The Design-Based Research Collective, 2003). 

Therefore, educational interventions in a real classroom context using the DBR approach were deemed more 

appropriate compared to research in controlled conditions in which procedures are fixed, and only particular 

variables are isolated and manipulated. According to the DBR approach, a successful innovation is seen as a 

joint product of the designed intervention and the real context that has dynamics, complexity, and 

limitations. To stay objective, experimental researchers often are not present during interventions, while 

DBR researchers manage research processes in collaboration with the participants, to intervene and improve 

the initial designs without waiting until the end of the experiment (Wang & Hannafin, 2005). The possibility 

for collaboration between researchers and practitioners (school teachers) was one of the main advantages, 

because it allowed the researchers to identify necessary adjustments of the learning activity design (the 

interaction modes) and the technology design (the mCSCL system) in a real educational environment.  

The within-subjects study design was chosen for the implementation of the mCSCL system 

(Davidian & Giltinan, 2003; Lawal, 2014). In the within-subjects design, the outcome variables are 

measured for all subjects across time, exposing all participants to all research treatments. This study design 

does not require a large number of participants, and because all participants are exposed to all research 

treatments, individual differences do not distort the results. The main disadvantage of this approach is the 

potential residual effect (Lawal, 2014), which occurs when the effects of one experimental condition persist 

long enough to affect the results of the following experimental conditions (Greenwald, 1976). To 

counterbalance the carry-over effect, there should be a certain time period between the condition 

measurements (Barlow & Hayes, 1979).  

To answer the research question, descriptive statistics of the variables showing the number of 

(incorrect) attempts made by individual students during their collaborative work were used. In addition to 



quantitative analysis, qualitative analysis of data regarding the interactions among the students during 

collaborative activities was conducted. Data collection and analysis, as well as the results obtained, are 

discussed according to the guidelines proposed by López, Valenzuela, Nussbaum, and Tsai (2015). 

 

3.2. Role-to-Collaborative and Individual-to-Collaborative interaction modes 

The two interaction modes explored during the study are shown in Fig. 1. In the Role-to-Collaborative 

mode for structuring group interactions, each group member is assigned a predefined role, and must work in 

the assigned role to complete the assigned subtask (Fig. 1a). While the students are solving their subtasks, 

there is an opportunity for emergent collaboration, because other students may decide on their own to help 

their peers. Emergent collaboration is not explicitly encouraged by the system, but evolves among 

participants during the learning process, and depends on the level of student involvement and the students’ 

commitment to the process of solving the task (Nachmias, Mioduser, Oren, & Ram, 2000). For example, 

emergent collaboration might occur when more knowledgeable peers help those who cannot come up with a 

solution for their own subtask. 

The mCSCL system evaluates the correctness of the proposed solutions, and if one or more subtasks 

were not solved correctly, encourages the group to collaborate before individual students try again. In the 

process of re-working, the students must complete their subtasks again. As the system does not reveal whose 

solution is incorrect, the students are supposed to negotiate their own solutions with peers during the 

encouraged collaboration process to find the correct solution. Only after all group members in their own 

roles contribute correctly with their subtask solutions is the overall task considered completed correctly, and 

the group can proceed to the next task (if any).  

 



  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. The two modes of structuring group interaction in collaborative small-group activities: (a) R-to-C 

interaction mode, (b) I-to-C interaction mode. 

In the Individual-to-Collaborative mode, individual group members should complete the entire task 

consisting of a complete set of subtasks (Fig. 1b). After the individual subtask, in which students are 

supposed to work on their own, is solved, the mCSCL system evaluates the students’ solution. Collaboration 

is explicitly encouraged by the mCSCL system in the case of incorrect solutions. The system does not reveal 

who made the error. The students are expected to figure it out during the encouraged collaboration process, 

and to assist their fellow group members in finding the correct solution to a subtask in the next attempt. The 

group cannot proceed to another subtask or task until the current subtask or task has been solved.  

Conversely, in the R-to-C interaction mode, each group member is assigned a specific role that is bound to a 

particular subtask. Once a student has completed his or her assigned subtask, the student in another role 

takes over, and completes the following subtask. 

 

4. Material and methods    

This study employs mixed-methods research methodology where both quantitative and qualitative 

methods were used throughout the DBR cycles. In order to get a more complete and comprehensive 

understanding of the research results, concurrent nested/embedded design was used. In this mixed methods 

study design, quantitative and qualitative data are being collected at the same time but one of the methods 

dominates whilst the other one is nested or embedded (Almeida, 2018). In the study described in this paper, 



quantitative method was predominant while qualitative method was used in parallel to give additional 

insights into students’ behavior. 

The DBR cycles in this study include mCSCL activities with different modes to structure interaction: 

The first cycle was the mCSCL activities with the R-to-C interaction mode. The second cycle was the 

mCSCL activities with the I-to-C interaction mode.  

 

4.1. Study design and procedure 

In Croatia, a common curriculum is in place, so all students are taught the same subjects, and the 

corresponding curricular content. The implementation relies heavily on teachers who have the flexibility to 

choose their own methods for teaching the curricular topics. Following the DBR framework proposed by 

Amiel and Reeves (2008), after analyzing practical problems that occurred in the practitioners’ use of 

collaboration, the technology-enhanced solution was developed as part of the study. Standard lessons in 

mathematics taught by primary school teachers were digitalized to replace solving tasks on a paper (in books 

or notebooks) with the use of tablet computers (one device per student). The solution was then tested in 

practice and refined, and general design principles were identified before the next lesson implementation 

cycle during which all the steps were repeated. 

The researchers conducted interventions with the digital lessons during a 6-month period (from 

January 2017 to June 2017). The digital lessons, which included word problems that involved addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, and division, were stored in the central project server repository. Such 

mathematics tasks can be immediately evaluated by the system, and immediate feedback information can be 

given to the students. 

Fig. 2 shows the sequence of mCSCL activities (treatments) included in the study. In line with the 

chosen within-subjects design, students in both classes were exposed to the same treatment in both DBR 

cycles, first to the mCSCL activities with the R-to-C interaction mode and then to the mCSCL activities with 

the I-to-C interaction mode.  

 

Fig. 2. mCSCL activities implemented in the study. 

mCSCL activities were conducted three times in each class during a period of several weeks. 

Activities in classes 2A and 2B were conducted on the same day, but at a different time (i.e., first in one 

class followed by another class), and lasted for about 1 school hour (45 minutes). To counterbalance the 

possible carry-over effect during the within-subject design, the time period between the treatments was set to 

2 months (Fig. 2). Students in both classes were exposed to one treatment first (mCSCL activities with the 



R-to-C interaction mode), and after a time gap of 2 months, to the second treatment (mCSCL activities with 

the I-to-C interaction). Two months between the treatments should be enough, according to the teachers, to 

minimize the carryover effects. After this pause, different curricular contents were taught and used in the 

digital lessons, which also helped reduce the carry-over effects.  

Throughout the whole duration of each activity, the students used the mCSCL system with digital 

lessons. Each digital lesson included a set of tasks consisting of word problems with addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, and division, and students solved the problems in dyads and triads. The total number of tasks 

assigned to students during the treatments is shown in Table 1. Because the experiments were conducted as 

part of regular classes, the number of tasks assigned to each class varied, due to the inevitable differences in 

the classroom environments. Before and in-between treatments (mCSCL activities), students practiced 

mathematics with their teachers without the technology.  

 

Table 1 

The total number of mathematics tasks assigned in the study. 

Contents Interaction mode Class Total number of tasks 

Math word problems 

covering addition, 

subtraction, multiplication 

and division 

R-to-C 2A 26 

R-to-C 2B 25 

I-to-C 2A 40 

I-to-C 2B 30 

 

Data regarding students’ attempts were automatically logged by the mCSCL system. At least two 

researchers were present in the classroom during lessons and took field notes, and the activities were 

recorded with two video cameras. 

Quantitative analysis, as a predominant method in this study was used to compare students’ 

achievement following the completion of collaborative mathematics tasks in the R-to-C and I-to-C 

interaction modes. The relevant variables were extracted from the system’s log files and statistically 

analyzed to explore how the number of attempts differs between the two interaction modes. 

Although not predominant, qualitative analysis made it possible to gain in-depth perspective of the 

students’ performance. Qualitative data that included researchers’ field notes and the video recordings taken 

during the lessons were analyzed separately. Qualitative analysis resulted in alignment of transcripts of 

interactions, which enabled identification of more, and less engaged students (in respect to different task 

difficulties) and their behavior in situations when incorrect solutions were offered. In addition to that, 

positions of group members during collaboration and technical system performance were recorded and 

analyzed. 

In the iterative DBR process, the results from the first cycle were used to make adjustments in the 

technology design interaction mode for use in the second DBR cycle. 

 

 



4.2. Participants  

The participants were students from two primary school grades in one academic year: 2A and 2B. The 

students (N = 33) were from the same school, and they were assigned to classes randomly, upon enrolling in 

school. Both classes were composed of students from low, medium, and high academic performance groups. 

In  Croatia, the usual setup of primary school classes includes mixed genders and mixed-ability students. In 

class 2A, there were 18 students (n2A = 18, nAm = 8 boys, nAf = 10 girls), and in class 2B, there were 15 

students (n2B = 15, nBm = 6 boys and nBf = 9 girls). The average student age was 8 years.  

 

4.3. Implementation of digital lessons with math word problems 

In the R-to-C interaction mode (Fig. 3a), group members worked in triads (which were generated 

randomly by the system), and were assigned one of the three available roles, translator, solver, or checker. 

The roles were rotated for each task so that all group members got to participate in all roles equally 

(Holenko Dlab, Boticki, Hoic-Bozic, & Looi, 2017). The translator was asked to translate the problem into a 

formula (mathematical equation), the solver was asked to calculate it, and the checker was asked to mark the 

entire solution as correct (OK) or incorrect (C). Collaboration was encouraged by the system at the end, 

once all group members had provided their solution according to their role. In Fig. 4, the mCSCL system 

interface shows the translating subtask assigned to the translator, the solving subtask assigned to the solver, 

and the checking subtask assigned to the checker.   

In the I-to-C interaction mode (Fig. 3b), students worked in dyads generated randomly by the system, 

and were assigned the same task to complete on their own. First, they had to examine the given text, and 

then translate the given problem into a formula. In the event both students in a dyad were not able to 

translate the problem into the correct formula, the mCSCL system would encourage them to collaborate 

before making another attempt. Once both students submitted the correct formula, they could move on to the 

next subtask, where they were asked to provide the solution to the formula individually. Similarly to 

providing a formula, getting to the correct solution through collaboration was encouraged by the mCSCL 

system.  

In the R-to-C and I-to-C interaction modes, the mCSCL system automatically checked the solution for 

a subtask before allowing the students to start with the next subtask. In the case of an incorrect solution, the 

mCSCL system encouraged collaboration between the students, never revealing whose solution was 

incorrect. Students were expected to discuss their offered solutions, and collaborate to reach the correct one. 

 



 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. The instantiation of the two modes for structuring group interaction in collaborative 

small-group activities: (a) R-to-C interaction mode, (b) I-to-C interaction mode. 

 

 
 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

 

Fig. 4. A tool that supports synchronous mCSCL using roles: (a) Translator role – ready for a 

translating attempt (number - operation - number), (b) Solver role – translation entered, ready for a solving 

attempt (number), (c) Checker role – translation entered and solved, ready for a checking decision. 

 

All the tasks were presented in textual form, and the task contents were carefully aligned with the 

curriculum area of the students’ native language. The difference in task difficulty was modeled by using 

difficulty coefficients (DCs) ranging from 1 to 3 (1 is less difficult than 2, which is less difficult than 3) 

referring to the difficulty of translating a word problem into a formula and solving it (performing a 



calculation). During the task generation process, the teachers assigned difficulty coefficients to tasks based 

on the rules the teachers had previously agreed upon with the researchers. The rules for assigning difficulty 

coefficients and examples of tasks are given in Table 2. For example, tasks that required adding numbers 

without carrying over (e.g., 43 + 11) were considered less complex than tasks that required carrying over 

(e.g., 46 + 17), because the latter came later in the curriculum, and students had fewer opportunities to 

practice these tasks. Similarly, the tasks that required multiplication with 5 were considered less complex 

than the tasks that required multiplication with 9. Regarding the grammatical structures and extra 

information in the word problems, the task “Jenny has 12 crayons, and Paul has 5 crayons. How many 

crayons do they have all together?” was considered less complex than the task “Jenny has 12 crayons. Paul 

has 5 crayons more than Jenny. How many crayons does Paul have?” 

 

Table 2 

The rules for assigning difficulty coefficients to tasks with examples.  

DC Rule for assigning the difficulty coefficient Task examples 

1 Word problems with simple sentences in which values 

in the text are represented with digits. To solve the 

problem, two values should be used in the calculation. 

The students previously practiced the calculation, to 

perform it well.  

Mom wants to bake 36 cookies. Yesterday 

she baked 14 cookies. How many more 

cookies does she need to bake? 

2 Word problems with simple sentences in which values 

in the text are represented with digits. The students 

previously practiced the calculation, to perform it 

moderately.  

OR 

Word problems with semi-complex grammatical 

structures and extra information. The students 

previously practiced the calculation to be performed 

(with two values) well. 

The teacher has 60 crayons. She will fairly 

divide the crayons to 10 students. How 

many crayons will each student receive? 

 

 

Diana brought 54 sweets and 42 cookies to 

school on her birthday. How many sweets 

has she left is she gave 38 sweets and all 

cookies to her classmates? 

3 Word problems with semi-complex grammatical 

structures and extra information. The type of 

calculation that must be performed includes two or 

three values, and was previously only moderately 

practiced. 

OR 

Word problems with complex grammatical structures 

which require wider vocabulary, as well as abstraction 

and reasoning skills, with only some of the values 

represented with digits. The students previously 

practiced the calculation to perform it (with two or 

three values) well. 

There are 7 trees in the park and 7 birds in 

each tree. Each bird has 2 legs. How many 

birds are sitting on the trees? 

 

 

 

A brother and sister are collecting money 

for a field trip. How many coins have they 

collected together if the brother collected 

13 coins, and the sister collected five coins 

more than he did? 

DC – Difficulty coefficient 

To determine the difference between the interaction modes in terms of the performance exhibited by 

the participating students, the following research question was explored: How does the number of incorrect 

attempts for the mathematics tasks differ between the two interaction modes (R-to-C and I-to-C)? 

The difference between the interaction modes was further explored in the context of this study using 

two additional research questions:  



(1) How does the number of incorrect translating attempts per task (the first subtask) differ between 

the two interaction modes (R-to-C and I-to-C)? 

(2) How does the number of incorrect solving attempts per task (the second subtask) differ between the 

two interaction modes (R-to-C and I-to-C)? 

 

4.4. Data collection and analysis 

The research questions were answered by collecting and analyzing the data on the interactions among 

students obtained via log files, lesson video recordings, and observation of classroom activities. The main 

instrument relied on computer-supported data logging mechanisms provided by the technology used as part 

of the study. All user actions (i.e., every touch of the tablet screen) were precisely recorded by the mCSCL 

system with the use of data logs. This approach directly contributed to the robustness of the study, as this 

approach can accurately measure the number of correct and incorrect task attempts. 

The logs containing relevant data for quantitative analysis were filtered and processed after the 

experiment. Table 3 shows the structure of the collected logs that were analyzed in the study and the list of 

all extracted variables. The variables were the number of correct and incorrect attempts made by a student to 

solve one of the two subtasks (translating the problem into a formula and solving the formula), as well as the 

overall number of attempts per task. In the collaboration activities, students needed to complete a task 

successfully to move on to another task. This implies that all tasks were eventually completed successfully, 

and that some students attempted to solve a task multiple times, making the incorrect attempts an important 

performance measure. Variables were analyzed for only two subtasks, because the checker role used in the 

R-to-C interaction mode was removed in the second DBR cycle redesign (there were only two group 

members in the I-to-C interaction mode). Such an approach allowed for the analysis of attempts made by 

individual students during their collaborative work, including the descriptive statistics (mean values and 

standard deviations), the comparison of differences between students, using the paired-samples t-test, and 

the effect sizes. A paired-samples t-test was used to compare the continuous variables across conditions after 

testing them for outliers and normality, because both groups of students were exposed to the first treatment, 

and after the time gap, to the second treatment. 

 

Table 3 

Example of a software log and the extracted variables analyzed in the study. 

Software log example 

List of all the extracted variables  

(per Student)  

Data format: Lesson;DifficultyCoefficient;Group; 

TranslatorElapsedTime;SolverElapsedTime;CheckerElapsedTi

me;TranslatorAnswer;SolverAnswer,CheckerAnswer;Problem

Number;ProblemFormula 

 

Sample data: SubstractionWordProblems_2;2;Anna Smith,Joe 

Doe,Adam Filips;38752;13044;4045;98-47;51;Ok;1;98-47=51 

Number of Tasks 

Number of Incorrect Task Attempts 

Number of Task Attempts 

Number of Translation Attempts 

Number of Incorrect Translation 

Attempts 

Number of Solving Attempts 

Number of Incorrect Solving Attempts 



 

At least two researchers were present during the observations of the collaborative classroom activities 

that were conducted three times in each class. The researchers took field notes regarding the most significant 

moments in the lessons: communication among students (e.g., lively discussions or negotiations), 

communication with teachers or researchers (e.g., when students asked for help), and physical activity (e.g., 

when students were searching for another place to work in the classroom). Qualitative analysis of the field 

notes was performed to get additional insights into the students’ performance after they found the correct 

solutions for tasks of differing difficulty. The researchers focused on the students’ level of involvement in 

the collaboration process, and reactions, in the case of incorrect solutions (whether the students were 

interested in the actions of other group members, were ready to offer or receive help, and similar actions). 

To complement the field notes, each lesson was recorded with two cameras from two different angles. This 

resulted in 14 video entries (the duration of each video was around 50 minutes), which included interviews 

with the students and the teachers conducted after each lesson.  

By analyzing the field notes and video clips, transcripts of interactions were reconstructed, and more 

and less engaged students were identified. More engaged students were those who were ready to start a 

discussion to solve a misconception, encouraged others to revise their solutions, and were willing to learn 

from other group members. Less engaged students were those who lacked focus on the task, were not 

interested in initiating or participating in discussions, and did not have the patience to listen to the 

explanations given by others (regardless of the number of incorrect answers). In addition to which incorrect 

solutions were offered, the researchers analyzed whether the students explained to each other the correct 

ways of solving a task. Positions of group members during collaboration (whether they were sitting around 

the table, sitting or standing somewhere in the classroom, or lying on the classroom floor) and technical 

system performance (the number of cases in which a complete restart lesson was needed due to interruptions 

in the network infrastructure or problems with synchronization mechanisms) were also analyzed. 

 

5. Results 

As part of the study, first DBR cycle included mCSCL activities with the R-to-C interaction mode to 

structure interaction. Based on the results from the first cycle, this mode evolved into the I-to-C interaction 

mode to structure interaction in the second DBR cycle. Table 4 shows the evolution of the redesign process 

by illustrating the changes that occurred in the two main design elements for synchronous mCSCL: the 

learning activity design and the technology design. Design principles of I-to-C mode, extracted after the first 

cycle of the DBR process, are the following: 

 Learning activity design  

o group members are not assigned to roles bound to a particular subtask (as in the R-to-C mode) 

o individual group members are supposed to complete the entire task consisting of a set of 

subtasks (and not only one subtask as in the R-to-C mode) 



o the mCSCL system evaluates students’ solution after each individual subtask (and not only at the 

end, after solutions of all subtasks have been submitted by group members, as in the R-to-C 

mode) 

o the mCSCL system explicitly encourages collaboration on several occasions - after checking the 

submitted solution for each subtask (and not only at the end, as in the R-to-C mode) 

 Technology design  

o mCSLC system synchronization mechanisms were improved resulting in faster information flow 

towards students’ devices 

o lesson restart and resume mechanisms were introduced so that the students could resume their 

lessons after accidental interruptions or planned pauses 

o activity logs were improved and reorganized for easier subsequent data analysis 

 

Table 4 

Two cycles of the DBR approach in the study. 

DBR 

cycle Cycle description Cycle result 

1 Learning activity design 

R-to-C interaction mode  A relatively high number of incorrect subtask attempts were observed 

(0.17 incorrect formula attempts per task, 0.19 incorrect calculation 

attempts per task, and 0.15 incorrect checking attempts per task). 

Based on this result and the literature review, a change in the 

interaction mode was warranted. The I-to-C interaction mode was 

proposed for the second DBR cycle. 

Technology design 

Synchronization and 

sequencing mechanisms, 

state preservation 

In the case of network infrastructure interruptions, a complete restart 

of a lesson was necessary. Modification of the lesson execution was 

proposed for the second DBR cycle, by introducing synchronization, 

sequencing, and state preservation support. 

2 Learning activity design 

I-to-C interaction mode Students were expected to complete the subtask individually, and then 

discuss and negotiate their solutions with peers (0.24 incorrect formula 

attempts per task and 0.08 incorrect calculation attempts per task).  

Technology design 

Lesson restart and 

resume mechanisms, 

improved activity logs 

The mCSCL system required the change of a smaller number of 

synchronization mechanisms, leading to improved system 

performance. 

 

5.1. Descriptive statistics 

During the study, students solved tasks with word problems in the R-to-C and I-to-C interaction 

modes. One student participated in, on average, 20 R-to-C tasks and 29 I-to-C tasks over the course of this 

study. Because the students were solving the tasks at their own pace, some were not able to complete all the 

tasks, possibly having multiple submissions of a subtask (translation and/or solving) as part of solving one 

task. The average number of R-to-C task attempts was 29, and the average number of I-to-C attempts was 71 

(the figures are averages per student). Students participated in, on average, 14 translating attempts in the R-



to-C interaction mode and 40 in the I-to-C interaction mode. The average number of solving attempts per 

student for the R-to-C interaction mode was 8, and for the I-to-C interaction mode was 31.  

Tables 5a and 5b show descriptive statistics of the selected variables listed in the right column of 

Table 3 for the R-to-C and I-to-C interaction modes. The descriptive statistics give the overall trends, but the 

statistics do not show how many translating or solving attempts students had per task, and whether the 

attempts were correct or incorrect. To deal with this issue, all the variables were grouped per task, and the 

average values were calculated.  

 

Table 5a 

Descriptive statistics for the main variables in the R-to-C and I-to-C interaction modes (N = 33 students), 

aggregated. 

Variable 

R-to-C I-to-C 

M SD M SD 

Number of Tasks 20.36 4.25 28.79 4.36 

Number of Translation Attempts 13.73 6.15 40.48 7.61 

Number of Solving Attempts 8.09 6.42 30.91 5.90 

Number of Task Attempts 28.67 7.33 71.39 12.33 

 

Table 5b 

Descriptive statistics for the main variables in the R-to-C and I-to-C interaction modes (N = 33 students), per 

difficulty coefficient.   

DC Variable 

R-to-C I-to-C 

M SD M SD 

1 Number of Tasks 12.82 2.72 12.03 1.61 

Number of Translation Attempts  9.03 4.30 14.82 2.65 

Number of Solving Attempts  5.09 4.10 13.18 2.66 

Number of Task Attempts  18.09 3.70 28.00 4.54 

2 Number of Tasks  4.42 2.10 11.48 2.06 

Number of Translation Attempts  2.21 2.74 16.67 5.73 

Number of Solving Attempts  1.97 2.56 12.64 3.79 

Number of Task Attempts  6.27 3.36 29.30 8.73 

3 Number of Tasks  3.12 0.83 5.27 1.46 

Number of Translation Attempts  2.48 1.89 9.00 2.65 

Number of Solving Attempts  1.03 1.80 5.09 2.81 

Number of Task Attempts  4.30 2.31 14.09 4.63 
DC – Difficulty coefficient 

 

Tables 6a and 6b show per-task averages of the main translating and solving attempt variables in the 

R-to-C and I-to-C interaction modes. When the values are examined by the task difficulty coefficient, the I-

to-C interaction mode had lower averages compared to the R-to-C interaction mode for the lowest task 

difficulty coefficient (DC = 1) and higher averages for medium and high task difficulty coefficients (DC = 2 



or 3), indicating the I-to-C interaction mode might be more appropriate when solving tasks of lower 

difficulty, while the R-to-C interaction mode might be more appropriate when solving tasks of greater 

difficulty.  

 

Table 6a 

Descriptive statistics for the main translating and solving attempt variables in the R-to-C and I-to-C mCSCL 

interaction modes (N = 33 students), aggregated. 

Variable 

R-to-C I-to-C 

M SD M SD 

Number of Incorrect Translation Attempts (Per task) 0.17 0.19 0.24 0.08 

Number of Incorrect Solving Attempts (Per task) 0.18 0.25 0.08 0.04 

Number of Attempts (Per task)  0.15 0.11 0.22 0.07 

 

Table 6b 

Descriptive statistics for the main translation and solving attempt variables in the R-to-C and I-to-C 

interaction modes (N = 33 students), detailed per difficulty coefficient. 

DC Variable 

R-to-C I-to-C 

M SD M SD 

1 Number of Incorrect Translation Attempts (Per task) 0.24 0.27 0.16 0.09 

Number of Incorrect Solving Attempts (Per task) 0.23 0.29 0.06 0.06 

Number of Attempts (Per task)  0.16 0.11 0.14 0.71 

2 Number of Incorrect Translation Attempts (Per task) 0.11 0.13 0.24 0.14 

Number of Incorrect Solving Attempts (Per task) 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.06 

Number of Attempts (Per task)  0.10 0.12 0.23 0.11 

3 Number of Incorrect Translation Attempts (Per task) 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.22 

Number of Incorrect Solving Attempts (Per task) 0.12 0.18 0.11 0.11 

Number of Attempts (Per task)  0.06 0.10 0.40 0.22 
DC – Difficulty coefficient 

 

To answer the research questions, the variables in Tables 6a and 6b showing student attempts in both 

mCSCL interaction modes (R-to-C and I-to-C) were further compared, using a paired-samples t-test to 

detect between-mode differences. Results in Table 7 show mean differences between the number of attempts 

(per task), the number of incorrect translating attempts (per task), and the number of incorrect solving 

attempts (per task) in the R-to-C and I-to-C interaction modes, with the corresponding Cohen effect size. In 

addition to the overall results, the table shows the comparison results according to the difficulty coefficients. 

The results indicate that students had statistically significantly more attempts per task in the I-to-C 

interaction mode compared to the R-to-C interaction mode (t(32) = 3.527, p < 0.001), and statistically 

significantly fewer incorrect solving attempts in the I-to-C interaction mode compared to the R-to-C 

interaction mode (t(32) = –2,432, p < 0.05). A possible explanation for the inverse statistically significant 



difference with respect to the total number of attempts and incorrect solving attempts is that working in the 

R-to-C interaction mode results in more errors, although students do not attempt to complete as many tasks 

as in the I-to-C interaction mode.   

Table 7 

Mean differences and Cohen effect size between the R-to-C and I-to-C interaction modes (N = 33 students). 

DC Variable 

Mean difference between  

R-to-C and I-to-C interaction modes 

1 Number of Attempts (Per task) 0.022 (d=0.22) 

Number of Incorrect Translation Attempts (Per task) 0.068 (d =0.35) 

Number of Incorrect Solving Attempts (Per task) 0.175** (d =0.81) 

2 Number of Attempts (Per task) -0.118** (d =0.95) 

Number of Incorrect Translation Attempts (Per task) -0.094 (d =0.67) 

Number of Incorrect Solving Attempts (Per task) -0.021 (d =0.23) 

3 Number of Attempts (Per task)  -0.338** (d =2.0) 

Number of Incorrect Translation Attempts (Per task) -0.395** 

Number of Incorrect Solving Attempts (Per task) -0.002 (d =0.01) 

all 

 

Number of Attempts (Per task) -0.071** (d=1.30) 

Number of Incorrect Translation Attempts (Per task) -0.066 (d=0.39) 

Number of Incorrect Solving Attempts (Per task) 0.106* (d=0.45) 
DC – Difficulty coefficient 

 

The detailed analysis according to task difficulty coefficients revealed that there was a statistically 

significant difference of a mean of 0.175 between the R-to-C and I-to-C interaction modes only for the 

incorrect solving attempts variable in the easiest tasks (DC = 1, N = 31 tasks) (t(30) = 3.205, p < 0.001). 

There were no statistically significant differences between tasks with medium difficulty coefficients in the 

incorrect solving attempts or in incorrect translating attempts (DC = 2). There was a statistically significant 

difference of M = –0.395 between the R-to-C and I-to-C interaction modes for the incorrect translating 

attempt variable (DC = 3, N = 14 tasks) (t(13) = –7.555, p < 0.001). 

During the study, the student groups in the R-to-C interaction mode were composed of three members; 

the groups in the I-to-C interaction mode had two members. Due to the DBR methodology of the project 

design and implementation, the checker role used in the R-to-C interaction mode was found to be 

superfluous, so the role was removed in the subsequent DBR iteration, and was not used in the I-to-C 

interaction mode. Therefore, the analysis presented in this section was conducted at the individual student 

level, and examined attempts made by individual students, and not by the groups of students, and does not 

consider attempts made by the students in the checker role in the R-to-C interaction mode. 

 

5.2. Analysis of interaction  

In addition to the quantitative data analysis, qualitative data analysis can be used to show how tasks 

with different difficulties affect students’ performance in providing correct solutions in the R-to-C and I-to-



C interaction modes. In this study, researchers observed interactions between students while the latter were 

solving tasks and discussing their proposed translations (formulas) and calculations. 

In the I-to-C interaction mode, collaboration is encouraged with a feedback message from the system 

indicating that someone has made a mistake. As indicated in the transcript in Table 8, students may need 

several attempts to reach the correct solution for a certain subtask, because the collaboration encouraged by 

the system does not necessarily lead to the correct solution. During the first attempt, student 1, certain that 

his translation “12 + 5” was correct, persuaded the other student to enter “12 + 5” as a solution. Without 

considering that this solution could be incorrect, and without argumentation for how he came up with this 

solution, student 1 did not contribute to solving the subtask. Student 2 was passive, and without further 

discussion, replaced his correct solution with the incorrect one. During the second attempt, the group 

members were more engaged, thus indicating that the encouraged collaboration led to a successful solution.  

 

  



Table 8 

Transcript of interaction in the I-to-C interaction mode. 

Task: Jenny has 12 crayons. Paul has 5 crayons more than Jenny. How many crayons do they have all 

together? 

Activity Student submissions 

Feedback from the 

system 

Translating  Attempt 1 Student 1: 12+5  Student 2: 12+12+5 Incorrect! Discuss 

your solutions and 

try again.  

Encouraged collaboration When student 1 saw that someone's 

solution is incorrect, he convinced student 

2 to enter 12+5. 

 

Attempt 2 Student 1: 12+5 Student 2: 12+5 Incorrect! Discuss 

your solutions and 

try again. 

Encouraged collaboration When student 1 saw that his solution 

was incorrect, he suggested that they 

read the task more carefully.   

Student 2 pointed out that Paul (the 

name in the task) did not have just 5 

crayons, because the word problem says: 

“Paul has 5 crayons more than Jenny.” 

He explained that this meant the number 

of Paul’s crayons should be calculated as 

the sum of Jenny’s crayons and the 

number 5 (12 + 5). After a short 

contemplation, student 1 concluded that 

the equation should have three numbers: 

one denoting Jenny’s crayons, and the 

other two denoting the number of Paul’s 

crayons, exactly as student 2 indicated in 

his first task completion attempt. 

 

Attempt 3 Student 1: 

12+12+5 

Student 2: 12+12+5 Correct! 

 

Solving  Attempt 1 Student 1: 19 Student 2: 29 Incorrect! Discuss 

your solutions and 

try again. 

Encouraged collaboration When student 2 saw that someone’s 

solution was incorrect, he advised student 

1 to pay more attention while summing 

the tens of the given numbers. 

 

Attempt 2 Student 1: 29 Student 2: 29 Correct! 

 

In the R-to-C interaction mode, the system encourages collaboration only at the very end, after all 

group members have submitted the solutions of their assigned subtasks, and in case at least one of the 

solutions is incorrect. However, students can spontaneously decide to help their group members in solving 

their subtasks (they have the opportunity for emergent collaboration). Such a case is shown in the transcript 

in Table 9, where the students in the group provided help to their peer in the translator role who was 

struggling with translating the given problem into a mathematical equation during the first attempt. The 

feedback the struggling student received after the first attempt also helped the student in the checker role to 



become aware of the mistake made by the student in the translator role. During the second attempt, the 

group members were more engaged, and emergent collaboration was observed on two occasions.  

 

Table 9 

Transcript of the interaction in the R-to-C interaction mode. 

Task: Jenny has 12 crayons. Paul has 5 crayons more than Jenny. How many crayons do they have all 

together?” 

Attempt 

number 

Activity Student submission Feedback from 

the system 

1 Emergent collaboration none 

Translation  Translator: 12+5   

Emergent collaboration none 

Solving Solver: 17  

Emergent collaboration none 

Checking Checker: Correct (OK) Incorrect! 

Discuss your 

solutions and 

try again. 

Encouraged 

collaboration 

The translator and the solver were first 

convinced that they had solved their subtasks 

correctly, but the solver, after thinking about 

the task more thoroughly, advised the 

translator to read the problem more carefully. 

 

2 Emergent collaboration The solver noticed that the translator was 

struggling with representing the given problem 

with a mathematical equation, so he tried hard to 

explain the problem by reading the task out loud 

and using his fingers. The solver pointed out that 

the text of the task did not just say “Paul has 5 

crayons” but “5 crayons more than Jenny”. 

Therefore, to calculate how many crayons Paul 

has, it is necessary to increase the number of 

Jenny’s crayons by 5. He needed to repeat this 

claim several times before the translator realized 

that the total number of crayons could be 

calculated by adding number of Paul’s crayons 

(12 + 5) to the number of Jenny’s crayons (12).  

 

Translation Translator: 12+5+12   

Emergent collaboration Translator noticed that solver is having problems 

with adding three numbers, so he gave him a hint 

to first break numbers into tens and ones.  

 

Solving Solver: 29  

Emergent collaboration none 

Checking Checker: Correct (OK) Correct! 

 

6. Discussion 

6.1. Comparing the two mCSCL interaction modes  

As part of the learning activity design, the study presented two interaction modes: the R-to-C 

interaction mode and the I-to-C interaction mode. The students made considerably more attempts to solve 

the tasks in the I-to-C interaction mode (without roles) compared to the R-to-C interaction mode (with 



roles). This is the result of the interaction mode design, in which students in the I-to-C interaction mode 

spent more time working individually, and engaged in group interaction when errors occurred, and when 

explicitly prompted by the mCSCL system. Students in the I-to-C interaction mode made fewer errors than 

the students in the R-to-C interaction mode in the process of completing the mCSCL tasks, despite making 

more task attempts. This result indicated the I-to-C interaction mode with no roles was able to leverage 

group support in completing the tasks better.  

More detailed analysis of the tasks in terms of the translations and calculations submitted by the 

students during group work showed that the students working in the I-to-C interaction mode made 

statistically significantly fewer incorrect attempts for the easiest tasks than the students working in the R-to-

C interaction mode. There was no difference for medium-level task difficulty, while the students in the R-to-

C interaction mode with roles had fewer incorrect attempts when they worked on the most difficult tasks. 

Such results indicated that the use of roles in mCSCL might be suitable for tasks of greater difficulty. As the 

study results indicated a statistical difference in the incorrect solving attempts between the examined 

interaction modes, role-based group work might be less suitable for use with mathematical problems that 

require calculations. 

The treatment conditions in the second DBR cycle of this study were different from the conditions in 

the first DBR cycle in terms of the number of group members, technology design, and task content. 

Although the analysis of the number of (incorrect) task attempts was conducted at the individual level, and 

not at the group level, the difference in the number of group members in the explored interaction modes 

certainly represent a limitation of this study.  

Several changes were made in the technology design, including introducing synchronization, 

sequencing, and state preservation support, in the second DBR cycle, leading to more engagement in the 

mCSCL activities, and more seamless completion of tasks in the I-to-C interaction mode. To account for 

that, the analysis as part of this study was conducted per task, possibly moderating the higher number of 

tasks completed by the students.  

In addition to the changes in technology, the content taught changed between conditions due to the 

repeated-measures study design. The first subtask of translating word problems (translating the text into a 

formula) did not differ between the two cycles. Because there were differences in the second subtask, where 

the students were supposed to perform different kinds of mathematical operations, tasks were labeled with 

difficulty coefficients ranging from 1 to 3 with the help of the teachers. The rules took into account the 

complexity of the sentences that described the problem and the difficulty of the calculation that must be 

performed to solve the problem. The difficulty of the calculation was estimated based on the extent to which 

the students practiced certain types of calculations with their teachers during previous in-class lessons that 

occurred before the intervention.  

 

 

 



6.2. Experiences gained in the mCSCL technology design  

For the purpose of this study, a custom mCSCL system was developed which allowed for flexibility in 

designing and deploying the solution for collaborative mathematics learning. This system relied on several 

technology design sub-elements that must be aligned to be able to work with minimal delays, and with a 

good performance. The group formation sub-element randomly generates groups, or utilizes students’ 

background information to create groups of students according to the input parameters. Timely transfer of 

the data, which ensures that the users do not notice any delays, from the group formation and role 

assignment sub-element to the task and content distribution sub-element plays a crucial role in the initial 

task distribution process, in which the right students get the right task content in an adequate (small) amount 

of time. Fig. 5 shows students participating in the study activities by working at their desks (top picture), and 

leveraging the mobile system design in creating their personal space to complete the tasks (bottom pictures). 

 

 

Fig. 5. Students completing tasks at their desks (top) and students leveraging mobility in completing 

the tasks (bottom). 

 

In synchronous mCSCL learning environments, immediate knowledge exchange between learners 

should be encouraged (Vuopala, Hyvönen, & Järvelä, 2016). Therefore, open-ended designs with inadequate 

levels of structure are not always suitable, which was reported by Tan and So (2013). Content used in 

mCSCL activities should contribute to structuring the synchronous interaction process (which in the case of 

mCSCL matches an interaction pattern supported by the system), along with ensuring that the task is 

visually adapted for representation on a mobile device. 

 

6.3. Strengths and limitations  

This study further contributes to the research gap identified by Strijbos et al. (2004), who indicated 

that although collaboration essentially entails interaction, the impact of the interaction process on learning is 



usually explained in retrospect, by examining whether learning outcomes were affected by the observed 

interaction. Thus, the contribution of this study pertains to a process-oriented approach that emphasizes the 

level of pre-structuring in the context of younger participants, who need more guidance at the micro-level to 

optimally benefit from working on the task (Carmien, Kollar, Fischer, & Fischer, 2007). The study presented 

two learning contexts and conditions in which two interaction designs were compared, to ascertain how they 

affected the collaboration process and outcomes: (1) the R-to-C design with role-based scaffolding and task 

distribution and (2) the I-to-C design with no task distribution, and where students complete parts of the task 

individually and then negotiate their solutions, to progress through the activity. The collaborative script for 

the I-to-C interaction mode was similar to Nussbaum, Alvarez, McFarlane, Gomez, Claro, and Radovic’s 

(2009) collaborative scaffolding script. In addition, in both approaches, the success of group work during the 

synchronous mCSCL activity depended on the engagement level of the group members. The process of 

reaching consensus in the I-to-C interaction mode is less structured compared to collaborative scaffolding, 

because discussions among group members are neither guided by the mCSCL system nor by the teacher, 

who, according to Nussbaum et al. (2009), also plays an important role in ensuring fruitful collaboration. 

Conversely, the process of task solving in the I-to-C interaction mode serves as a mediation mechanism. 

Instead of the open tasks used in collaborative scaffolding, students are supposed to solve a structured 

sequence of subtasks (which can be automatically evaluated by the mCSCL system), so consensus should be 

reached only for a small part of the original problem. In this work, we proposed an alternative script for the 

R-to-C interaction mode, where group members worked on different aspects of the task. Our contribution 

was to explore more designs of structuring group interaction in small-group tasks. In particular, we iterated 

the design of the two scripts of the I-to-C and R-to-C interaction modes, using a design-based research 

approach, and compared the outcomes of these two scripts in relation to collaboration tasks with different 

complexity.  

The study was implemented using the design-based research approach, and took place in real 

classroom settings. One of the main advantages of this approach was the collaboration between the 

researchers and the practitioners that guided the development of the mCSCL system. This approach enabled 

the identification of necessary adjustments of the learning activity design and the technology design to the 

real educational environment that happened during the DBR cycles. Due to utilization of such a research 

model, this study had the following limitations: small sample size, the application of mechanisms of random 

group formation, differing numbers of group members across conditions, possible residual effects, 

difference in the lesson content, and the use of teachers’ subjective criteria for assigning difficulty 

coefficients to tasks.  

The small sample size possibly reduced the potential for generalization of the study results, while the 

random grouping mechanisms might have resulted in uneven group structures. Although the task attempts 

were analyzed at the individual student level, and not at the group level, differences in the number of group 

members participating in mCSCL activities in the two modes (three members in the R-to-C interaction mode 

versus two members in the I-to-C interaction mode) could have affected the results in many ways. 



According to Melero, Hernández-Leo, and Manatunga (2015), in the context of group mCSCL activities 

with four and five students, group size does not affect individuals’ performance, but students in groups with 

fewer members express higher levels of engagement. Thus, members of dyads might have been more 

engaged in helping their peers than members of triads, which could have resulted in fewer incorrect task 

attempts in the I-to-C interaction mode. This is in line with the work of Schneider, Valdes, Temple, Shen, 

and Shaer (2013), who reported that by having students work in triads instead of dyads, groups are more 

likely to have one student who does not contribute to the group work (the so-called “free rider”). However, 

the group interactions could be related to the number of possible relationships by pairs (Akcaoglu & Lee, 

2016), so the triads might have had more opportunities for successful collaboration (resulting in fewer 

incorrect task attempts in the R-to-C interaction mode), because each student, in the case of misconceptions, 

could get help from the two other group members. When the complexity of interactions is observed in this 

way, the number of possible interactions increases with the number of group members, so the difference 

between dyads and triads is considerably smaller than between dyads and larger groups (e.g., groups of four 

or five members). Nevertheless, according to Strijbos et al. (2004), the impact of group size on interaction is 

relative, and should be discussed with respect to the designed interaction mode and tools that support the 

collaboration process. The mCSCL system used in this study stimulated collaboration in dyads and triads, by 

prompting students when someone made a mistake, and encouraging group discussion of individual 

solutions. Triads in the R-to-C interaction mode were encouraged to collaborate after all group members had 

submitted solutions to the assigned subtasks, while dyads were encouraged to collaborate during the activity 

after each subtask in the I-to-C interaction mode. Groups in the context of this study were created randomly, 

which means that some students could have been more engaged in helping their peers than others, regardless 

of the number of group members, and the encouragement provided by the mCSCL system. Students in the 

R-to-C interaction mode had the opportunity for emergent collaboration, which, compared to the encouraged 

collaboration, requires higher levels of engagement from the group work participants, possibly resulting in 

more individual differences in the engagement levels of triads. Emergent collaboration occurs when students 

spontaneously decide to help their group members in solving their parts of the task. More knowledgeable 

peers can often provide help to others (Vygotsky, 1978; Webb & Mastergeorge, 2003), but they might be 

passive, and only wait for their turn to solve the assigned subtask, which results in no collaboration at all.  

Possible residual effects, known to appear in the within-subjects study design, were reduced by 

scheduling time intervals between the digital lessons included in the study. The tasks used in the digital 

lessons differed: The tasks required the students have the ability to perform different mathematical 

operations. Attempts were made to reduce the effect of using different tasks in the digital lessons on the 

results by assigning difficulty coefficients to the tasks, and by comparing task attempts according to the 

difficulty coefficients. However, as the teachers had an important role in assigning difficulty coefficients to 

the tasks, the findings regarding the choice of interaction mode in relation to the difficulty of the task highly 

depend on the teachers’ subjective criteria. 



This study presents an addition to the range of technology-based solutions available today, such as 

educational computer games and learning applications, in terms of example designs and evidence for how 

they affect children’s learning in the classroom. The present research indicated designs and contexts in 

which collaborative and role-based designs can be used for structuring group work in the early primary 

school mathematics classroom. The practitioner community can leverage the technology and learning 

activity designs presented as part of this study to create their own innovative solutions for technology-

supported collaborative learning. 

 

6.4. Conclusions  

The study presented in this paper explored two modes of interaction in synchronous mCSCL activities: 

Role-to-Collaborative and Individual-to-Collaborative. The results showed that in the context of solving 

tasks in mathematics problems during mCSCL activities in lower primary school, the choice of a role-based 

interaction is related to the difficulty of the assigned task, in which role assignment is more suitable for tasks 

that are more difficult. For less demanding tasks, roles may not be needed, and less structured interaction 

modes in which students work individually, and discuss their solutions only in case of disagreement or 

misconception, could be used. This conclusion, however, depends on subjective criteria posed by the 

teachers who participated in determining the rules for assigning difficulty coefficients to the tasks. There can 

be multiple designs of even one such interaction mode. Thus, we call for more research in this space using 

perspectives from the learning sciences, and seeking additional explanatory mechanisms of what works for a 

particular context, and why. 

The technology design and evolution throughout the study were dichotomous: More coordination and 

synchronization mechanisms were introduced to better orchestrate and scaffold the activity flow, and the 

synchronization mechanisms were simplified, to reduce the number of steps, and mutual approvals and 

confirmations. We need flexible scripts to harness the technology design, as over-scripting of the 

interactions will be inadequate in terms of ensuring stable and robust activity flow (i.e., some students tend 

to give up, leaving others deadlocked in the activity), and in terms of technology elasticity, in the case of 

different types of interruptions. 

Practical implications arising from this study are related to the design of mCSCL learning 

environments that is typically done by teachers. Such designs include ensuring that the right technology is 

chosen to ensure specific lesson learning goals are met. Teachers may decide to convert pen-and-paper 

lessons into their digital counterparts, and add collaborative learning elements, if they were not present in 

the original lessons. While choosing designs, teachers consider the task difficulty that must be completed by 

the students, and choose an adequate level of pre-structuring for the lesson. Roles with more pre-structuring 

will be chosen for more complex mathematics tasks, where students need more guidance and scaffolds in 

completing their assignments, and individual work with joint discussions will be chosen for easier, shorter, 

and more dynamic learning scenarios, which might easily replace standard drill-and-practice lessons, and 

bring more value as collaboration in classrooms emerges. 



Future work will be continued in new DBR cycles, with the aim of improving mathematics learning. It 

will include the introduction of alternate modes of group formation, such as homogeneous and 

heterogeneous group formation. Future studies will explore how group formation affects group work 

processes and interactions in mCSCL activities exhibited by students. Other themes to be explored are the 

use of learning analytics algorithms to ascertain students’ group work profiles and types, to be subsequently 

used as input in adaptivity algorithms when creating and supporting groups, and choosing an adequate level 

of pre-structuring for a specific learning activity. 
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